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	The Safety-critical Systems Symposium (SSS), held each February for seventeen

	consecutive years, offers a full-day tutorial followed by two days of presentations

	of papers. This book of Proceedings contains all the papers presented at SSS’09.





	The first paper accompanies the tutorial, which addresses one of the most important

	and fundamental disciplines in the safety field, that of hazard analysis, and

	advocates a new approach for dealing with the increasing complexity of the systems

	being built today.





	The Symposium is for engineers, managers, and academics in the field of safety,

	across all industry sectors, so its papers always cover a range of topics. Given

	that system safety engineering involves spending money in order to reduce the

	chances and consequences of accidents, moral and economic questions inevitably

	arise concerning the amount of money that is, or should be, spent on safety. This

	year, three papers address these questions.





	Case studies of the application of safety techniques to real systems are always

	popular with audiences at the Symposium, and this year’s event featured a number

	of such papers, including two in a section on transport safety, looking at examples

	on the roads and railways.





	Recent changes in the law have been made in response to major accidents occurring

	in the past few years, but controversy still rages about the use of criminal

	law as a tool for improving safety. These matters are raised in a section on safety

	in society, as are issues relating to professionalism in system safety engineering.





	Every year sees new challenges, in the safety field as in others, and two of this

	year’s papers focus on very different types of challenge: one highly technological,

	and the other concerned with the introduction of well established safety approaches

	into a new domain.





	The final two sections address safety assessment and safety standards, both

	areas of perennial interest and of continuing active development. Some of these

	papers bring new insights to established areas of practice, some report practical

	experience, some reflect major developments in the regulatory arena; all have

	something important to say to those working in the field of system safety engineering.





	Overall, the papers in this volume address many of the topics that are of current

	concern to the safety-critical systems community, and we are grateful to the authors

	for their contributions. We also thank our sponsors for their valuable support,

	and the exhibitors at the Symposium’s tools and services fair for their participation.





	And we thank Joan Atkinson and her team for laying the event’s

	foundation through their planning and organisation.
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Nonlinear Differential Equations in Physics: Novel Methods for Finding SolutionsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book discusses various novel analytical and numerical methods for solving partial and fractional differential equations. Moreover, it presents selected numerical methods for solving stochastic point kinetic equations in nuclear reactor dynamics by using Euler–Maruyama and strong-order Taylor numerical methods. The book...
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Topology Control in Wireless Ad Hoc and Sensor NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Topology control is fundamental to solving scalability and capacity problems in large-scale wireless ad hoc and sensor networks. 
    Forthcoming wireless multi-hop networks such as ad hoc and sensor networks will allow network nodes to control the communication topology by choosing their transmitting...
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Professional Community Server Themes (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Community Server provides a platform that enables communities to be easily created and continuously thrive. It achieves this task by including all of the applications that are useful for the growth of communities. In addition, Community Server is extremely flexible and is able to meet the requirements of each community. The combination of...
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Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation: Hands-onSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft developers, get ready for Windows Vista programming! Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation: Hands-on addresses an unmet need in the marketplace as there are no books, or much documentation at all, of the post-Beta 1 WCF programming model. This book contains the information you...
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Convergence in Broadcast and Communications MediaFocal Press, 2001
Convergence in Broadcast and Communications Media offers concise and accurate information for engineers and technicians tackling products and systems combining audio, video, data processing and communications. Without adequate fundamental knowledge of the core technologies, products could be flawed or even fail. John Watkinson has provided a...
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Kinetics of Chemical Reactions: Decoding ComplexityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	This second, extended and updated edition presents the current state of kinetics of chemical reactions, combining basic knowledge with results recently obtained at the frontier of science.





	Special attention is paid to the problem of the chemical reaction complexity with theoretical and methodological concepts illustrated...
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